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Abstrat
In this paper we present a brief overview of a representative fragment of the
theory of regions. Regions are a powerful tool for the synthesis of onurrent
systems from a behavioural speiation. To demonstrate the robustness of
region based synthesis we survey some of the existing results for extensions
of plae/transition nets. We relate in partiular to the general approah
founded on τ -nets and τ -regions. A new extension of region theory to the
ase of Petri nets with whole-plae operations is presented.
Keywords: 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1. Introdution
Synthesising systems from behavioural speiations is a powerful way of
onstruting implementations whih are orret-by-design and thus requiring
no ostly validation eorts. In this paper, we fous on the problem of synthe-
sising a Petri net N from a speiation provided by a step transition system
T . The latter speies the desired state spae of the net N i.e., the onur-
rent reahability graph
1
of N should be isomorphi to T . The approah we
follow is based on the notion of a region of a transition system and we will
show the robustness of the onept.
∗
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Synthesis from a sequential reahability graph is a speial ase of the onurrent ase.
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Regions were introdued in the seminal paper [18℄ for the lass of en-
systems with sequential exeution semantis, arguably the simplest Petri
net model. The aim was to haraterise the sequential transition systems
(essentially, nite state automata) that are isomorphi to the reahability
graph of an en-system. Regions of a transition system T were dened as
subsets R of its nodes enjoying the so-alled rossing property. This property
simply states that, for every label t, the ars q
t
−→ r of T either all enter R
(i.e., q /∈ R and r ∈ R), or all leave R (i.e., q ∈ R and r /∈ R), or none of
them rosses the boundary of R (i.e., q ∈ R i r ∈ R). A region an thus
be viewed as an abstrat representation of a possible plae of the net N to
be synthesised. Based on this idea, T is realisable by an en-system if and
only if there are enough regions of T to satisfy two fundamental regional
axioms. The rst axiom (separation) requires that for every pair of distint
states of T , there is a witness region R suh that one state belongs to R
and the other does not. The seond axiom (forward losure) requires that
if t does not label any transition outgoing from a state q, there must be
a witness region R suh that t leaves R while q does not belong to R. It
was shown that if both regional axioms hold for T , an en-system realising
T an be onstruted by taking the witness regions and turning them into
plaes with appropriate onnetions to transitions derived from the rossing
relationships.
Over the years, this original idea has been developed further and was
extended in several dierent diretions, inluding other Petri net lasses (e.g.,
pt-nets [16, 28℄, pure and bounded pt-nets [6℄ Flip-op nets [32℄, nets with
inhibitor ars [8, 31℄, nets with loalities [26℄; synthesis modules of tools (e.g.,
Petrify [12℄, ProM [34℄, VipTool [5℄, Genet [9℄, and Rbminer [33℄); appliation
areas (e.g., asynhronous VLSI iruits [12, 9, 33℄ and workows [34℄); other
semantial exeution models (e.g., step sequenes [21, 31℄, (loal) maximal
onurreny [26℄, and ring poliies [15℄); and speiation formalisms other
than transition systems (e.g., languages [13℄ and senarios [5℄).
In this paper we present to the TCS ommunity a brief overview of a rep-
resentative fragment of the theory of regions. In the onluding setion we
present a number of hallenging problems in the area. More details onern-
ing the importane and long term impat of the region onept an be found
in [4℄ and the reent monograph [3℄ that provides a omprehensive overview
of region-based net synthesis.
Intuitively, a region aptures a single net plae through essential be-
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havioural harateristis as enoded in a transition system, inluding its
marking information and onnetivity with all the transitions. One of the
key advanes in the design of region based solutions for a variety of synthesis
problems has been the development of a general approah [4℄ for dealing with
region based synthesis of nets. It is founded on so-alled τ -nets and orre-
sponding τ -regions. The parameter τ is a onvenient way of apturing the
marking information and dierent onnetions between plaes and transitions
of varying lasses of Petri nets, removing the need to re-state and re-prove
the main results every time a new kind of transitions or ars is introdued.
This approah an be applied one a lass of Petri nets has been shown to be
a lass of τ -nets, i.e., to orrespond to a lass of τ -nets for some suitable τ . It
should be kept in mind however, that although the theory provides neessary
and suient onditions for the existene of a τ -net whose reahability graph
is isomorphi to a given transition system, it does not provide ready answers
for deidability and algorithmi onerns.
In this paper we demonstrate the robustness of regions as already known
for several net lasses. In addition, we introdue an extension of the original
onept by dening a new type of regions for nets with whole-plae operations
(i.e., with ar weights dened in relation to all plaes and depending on
the urrent marking). The nets are derived from transfer/reset nets [17℄
and ane nets [19℄, and exeuted under the step semantis rather than
sequentially. This is yet another onrmation of the relevane and exibility
of the notion of region for the derivation of orret onurrent systems.
2. Nets with step sequene semantis
We start by presenting some basi notions onerning Petri nets; in par-
tiular, a general notion of nets dened over a transition system that aptures
relationships between plaes and transitions.
Throughout the paper, Z and N denote respetively the sets of all integers
and non-negative integers. The absolute value of an integer n is denoted by
abs(n), e.g., abs(2) = abs(−2) = 2. The minimum of two integers, k and n,
is denoted by min{k, n}.
2.1. Abelian monoids and multisets
An abelian monoid is a set S with a ommutative and assoiative binary
operation +, and a neutral element 0. The result of omposing n opies of
s ∈ S is denoted by n · s, and so 0 = 0 · s. Two examples of abelian monoids
3
are: (i) SPT = N × N with the pointwise arithmeti addition operation and
0 = (0, 0); and (ii) the free abelian monoid 〈T 〉 generated by a set T . SPT
will represent ars between plaes and transitions in pt-nets, whereas 〈T 〉
will represent steps of nets with transition set T .
The free abelian monoid 〈T 〉 an be seen as the set of all the multisets
over T , e.g., aab = aba = baa = {a, a, b}. We use α, β, γ, . . . to range over
the elements of 〈T 〉. For t ∈ T and α ∈ 〈T 〉, α(t) denotes the multipliity of
t in α, and so α =
∑
t∈T α(t) · t. Then t ∈ α whenever α(t) > 0, and α ≤ β
whenever α(t) ≤ β(t) for all t ∈ T . The size of α is |α| =
∑
t∈T α(t).
2.2. Transition systems
A (deterministi) transition system 〈Q, S, δ〉 over an abelian monoid S
onsists of a set of states Q and a partial transition funtion2 δ : Q × S →
Q suh that δ(q, 0) = q for all q ∈ Q. An initialised transition system
〈Q, S, δ, q0〉 is a transition system with an initial state q0 ∈ Q suh that eah
state q ∈ Q is reahable, i.e., there are s1, . . . , sn and q1, . . . , qn = q (n ≥ 0)
with δ(qi−1, si) = qi, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. For every state q of a transition system
TS , we denote by enbTS (q) the set of all s whih are enabled at q, i.e., δ(q, s)
is dened. TS is nite if it has nitely many states, and the set of enabled
elements of S at any of its states is nite. In the diagrams, an initial state
is represented by a small square and all the remaining nodes by irles. The
trivial 0-labelled transitions are omitted.
Initialised transition systems T over free abelian monoids  alled step
transition systems or onurrent reahability graphs  represent behaviours
of Petri nets. Net-types are non-initialised transition systems τ over arbitrary
abelian monoids providing ways to dene various lasses of nets. To ease the
notations, throughout the paper we assume that:
• T is a xed nite set of net transitions;
• T = 〈Q, 〈T 〉, δ, q0〉 is a xed step transition system; and
• τ = 〈Q, S,∆〉 is a xed net-type.
2.3. Plae/transition nets
A plae/transition net (pt-net) is a tuple N = 〈P, T,W,M0〉, where P
and T are disjoint sets of plaes and transitions, W : (P ×T )∪ (T ×P )→ N
2
Transition funtions are not related to Petri net transitions.
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(a)
p q
a
b
c
2
ab
(b)
p 7→ 1
q 7→ 1
p 7→ 0
q 7→ 2
p 7→ 2
q 7→ 0
p 7→ 0
q 7→ 0
a
b b
a
aa
bb
c
Figure 1: A pt-net (a); and its onurrent reahability graph (b).
is a weight funtion, and M0 is an initial marking belonging to the set of
markings dened as mappings from P to N. We use the standard onven-
tions onerning the graphial representation of pt-nets, as illustrated in
Figure 1(a).
For all p ∈ P and α ∈ 〈T 〉, we denote W (p, α) =
∑
t∈T α(t) · W (p, t)
and W (α, p) =
∑
t∈T α(t) · W (t, p). Then a step α ∈ 〈T 〉 is enabled and
may be red at a marking M if, for every p ∈ P , M(p) ≥ W (p, α). We
denote this by α ∈ enbN(M). Firing suh a step leads to the marking M
′
,
for every p ∈ P dened by M ′(p) = M(p) −W (p, α) +W (α, p). We denote
this byM [α〉M ′. The onurrent reahability graph CRG(N) of N is the step
transition system formed by ring indutively from M0 all possible enabled
steps, i.e., CRG(N) = 〈[M0〉, 〈T 〉, δ,M0〉 where
[M0〉 = {Mn | ∃α1, . . . , αn ∃M1, . . .Mn−1 ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n : Mi−1[αi〉Mi}
is the set of reahable markings and δ(M,α) = M ′ i M [α〉M ′. Figure 1(b)
shows the onurrent reahability graph of the pt-net in Figure 1(a).
2.4. Petri nets dened by net-types
A net-type τ = 〈Q, S,∆〉 is a parameter in the denition of τ -nets. It
speies the values (markings) that an be stored in plaes (Q), the opera-
tions and tests (insriptions on the ars) that a net transition may perform on
these values (S), and the enabling ondition and the newly generated values
for steps of transitions (∆).
A τ -net is a tuple N = 〈P, T, F,M0〉, where P and T are respetively
disjoint sets of plaes and transitions, F : (P × T ) → S is a ow mapping,
and M0 is an initial marking belonging to the set of markings dened as
mappings from P to Q. N is nite if both P and T are nite.
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For all p ∈ P and α ∈ 〈T 〉, we denote F (p, α) =
∑
t∈T α(t) ·F (p, t). Then
a step α ∈ 〈T 〉 is enabled at a marking M if, for every p ∈ P , F (p, α) ∈
enbτ (M(p)). We denote this by α ∈ enbN (M). Firing suh a step produes
the marking M ′, for every p ∈ P dened by M ′(p) = ∆(M(p), F (p, α)). We
denote this by M [α〉M ′, and then dene the onurrent reahability graph
CRG(N) of N as the step transition system formed by ring indutively
from M0 all possible enabled steps.
(a)
1p 1 q
a
b
c
(1,0)
(2,0)
(0,1)
(0,1)
(0,0)
(1,0)
(1,1)
(b)
0 1 2 3
(1,2)
(1,0)(1,0)(1,0)
(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)
(2,0)(2,0)
(0,2)
Figure 2: pt-net from Figure 1(a) as a τPT -net (a); and the net-type τPT (b).
As in [4, 15℄, it is possible to enode, without hanging the onurrent
reahability graph, a pt-net N = 〈P, T,W,M0〉 as τ -net, by setting F (p, t) =
(W (p, t),W (t, p)). Thus F (p, t) = (i, o) means that i is the weight of the
ar from p to t, and o the weight of the ar in the opposite diretion. The
resulting hange of notation, for the net in Figure 1(a), is illustrated in
Figure 2(a). Note that F (q, c) = (0, 0) means that q and c in Figure 1(a)
are disonneted. The markings are represented so that the lak of tokens is
indiated by 0, one token by 1, et.
After suh an enoding, N beomes a τPT -net where τPT = 〈N, SPT ,∆PT 〉
is an innite net-type over SPT dened in Setion 2.1, with ∆PT given by
∆PT (n, (i, o)) = n − i + o and the mapping being dened provided that
n ≥ i. A fragment of SPT is shown in Figure 2(b). To see how to read the
behavioural information o the graph of τPT in Figure 2(b), suppose that p is
a plae whih urrently holds 2 tokens, and t is a transition with W (p, t) = 1
and W (t, p) = 2, i.e., F (p, t) = (1, 2). Then the graph of τPT tells us to: (i)
look at node 2 whih is the urrent marking of p; (ii) nd out that there is
an ar labelled (1, 2) outgoing from node 2 whih means that p has `nothing
against' t being red; and (iii) follow the ar labelled (1, 2) whih leads to
node 3, yielding the marking of p after ring t. As a result, the plae p
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beomes an `aomplie' to a possible ring of transition t. However, the
same p may beome a `spoiler' if its urrent marking is 0. For in this ase we
rst look at node 0 and realise that there is no ar labelled (1, 2) outgoing
from it. Thus p prevents t from being red.
The graph of τPT provides equally aurate information about the en-
abling and ring of any step of transitions α. All one needs to do is alulate
(i, o) = F (p, α) = (W (p, α),W (α, p)) and repeat what we did for a single
transition t.
τPT helps us to understand the evolution of a pt-net from the point of
view of an individual plae. Take again the τPT -net in Figure 2(a) and its
onurrent reahability graph in Figure 1(b). For the latter, let us onsider
the loal markings of the plae p as well as the `onnetions' whih eeted
the hanges of those loal markings. We an do this by labelling eah state
with the orresponding marking of p, and eah ar with the umulative ar
weights between p and the step α labelling that ar in Figure 1(b) (i.e., with
F (p, α)). The resulting graph is shown in Figure 3(a), and we may observe
that it an be mapped to the graph of the net-type τPT in Figure 2(b). This
an be ahieved by mapping any node labelled n in the former graph to the
node n in the latter, and then all the ars in the former graph are instanes of
ars in the latter. We therefore all the graph in Figure 3(a) a τPT -labelling
of the graph in Figure 1(b). Moreover, what we just observed for the plae
p an be repeated for the plae q, yielding another τPT -labelling, as shown
in Figure 3(b). And similar onlusion an be reahed for any plae of any
τPT -net or, more generally, any τ -net.
(1,1)
(a)
1
0 2
0
(1,0)
(0,1) (0,1)
(1,0)
(2,0)
(0,2)
(2,0)
(1,1)
(b)
1
2 0
0
(0,1)
(1,0) (1,0)
(0,1)
(0,2)
(2,0)
(0,0)
Figure 3: τPT -labellings reeting the behaviour of plaes p and q in the onurrent
reahability graph in Figure 1(b).
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3. Synthesising τ -nets
The net synthesis problem we onsider here aims to devise a proedure
whih onstruts a τ -net with a given onurrent reahability graph. It in-
volves both a feasibility problem and an eetive onstrution problem. That
is, one asks for an exat and eetive (deidable) haraterisation of the
transition systems that an be realised by τ -nets. Moreover, one seeks an
algorithm for deriving τ -nets from transition systems. Typially, the latter
is a by-produt of solving the feasibility problem. Net synthesis therefore
onsiders the following two sub-problems, where we say that a net realises T
whenever the step transition system generated by the net is isomorphi to T
in suh a way that both the initial states and ar labels are preserved.
Problem 3.1 (feasibility). Provide neessary and suient onditions for
T to be realised by some τ -net.
Problem 3.2 (eetive onstrution). For a nite T deide whether there
is a nite τ -net realising it, and in ase the answer is positive onstrut a
τ -net realising T .
The key aspet of any solution to the above problems is to `read o' all
the neessary net plaes from T and the library of onnetions given by a net-
type τ . As argued at the end of the previous setion, plaes of a τ -net indue
τ -labellings of the onurrent reahability graph of this net. Conversely, if
one attempts to onstrut a τ -net N realising T , the τ -labellings of T an
be used to generate all the plaes of N . A standard way to apture suh
τ -labellings is through the following fundamental notion:
A τ -region of T is a pair of mappings 〈σ : Q → Q, η : 〈T 〉 → S〉
suh that η is a morphism of monoids and, for all q ∈ Q and
α ∈ enbT (q), we have η(α) ∈ enbτ (σ(q)) and ∆(σ(q), η(α)) =
σ(δ(q, α)).
For every state q of T , we denote by enbT ,τ (q) the set of all steps α suh
that η(α) ∈ enbτ (σ(q)), for all τ -regions 〈σ, η〉 of T . Hene, for every state q
of T , we have enbT (q) ⊆ enbT ,τ(q). Intuitively, this means that steps enabled
at a state q are also region-enabled at q.
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Remark 3.3. The original notion of region, introdued for en-systems [18,
29℄ and sequential transition systems, was dened as a set R of states of T
whih has a onsistent `rossing' relationship with every transition t, i.e., the
ars labelled by t either all leave R, or all enter R, or all do not ross the
boundary of R. Suh an R is easily seen as a τ -region; see, e.g., [4℄.
In the ontext of the synthesis problem, a τ -region represents a plae p
whose loal states (in τ) are onsistent with the global states (in T ). Then,
to deliver a realisation of T , one needs to nd enough τ -regions to onstrut
a τ -net with the onurrent reahability graph isomorphi to T . The need
for the existene of suh τ -regions is intrinsi in the following two regional
axioms:
Axiom 3.4 (state separation). For any pair of states q 6= r of T , there
is a τ -region 〈σ, η〉 of T suh that σ(q) 6= σ(r).
Axiom 3.5 (forward losure). enbT ,τ(q) ⊆ enbT (q), for every state q of
T .
Note that the seond axiom means that, for every state q and every step
α in 〈T 〉\enbT (q), there is a τ -region 〈σ, η〉 of T suh that η(α) /∈ enbτ (σ(q)).
We then obtain the fundamental result of the theory of regions.
Theorem 3.6 (e.g., [4℄). T an be realised by a τ -net if and only if Ax-
ioms 3.4 and 3.5 are satised.
Axioms 3.4 and 3.5 provide a generi solution to Problem 3.1 for all net-
types τ . The next stage is to onsider Problem 3.2 whih an be hallenging
sine, in general, a nite T may be realised by an innite τ -net, but not by
a nite one (f. [15℄).
For a nite net-type τ = 〈Q, S,∆〉, i.e., one where both Q and S are
nite, Problem 3.2 has always a solution sine there are only nitely many
potential τ -regions, and so there only nitely many non-equivalent τ -nets
with a given nite transition set T . However, for an innite net-type, Prob-
lem 3.2 needs to be onsidered on a ase-by-ase basis. E.g., for pt-nets, a
solution to Problem 3.2 an be obtained by enoding the synthesis problem
as a homogeneous linear system over rational numbers. Non-negative integer
solutions of this system represent all the τPT -regions of T and, by using the
tehniques introdued in [10℄, one an derive an eetive representation of
all potential τPT -regions in the form of a nite basis from whih all other
regions an be derived as non-negative linear ombinations.
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Theorem 3.7 (e.g., [14℄). For τ = τPT , Problem 3.2 has a solution.
When it omes to eetive solutions of the synthesis problem, the om-
plexity of the resulting deision proedures and synthesis algorithms depends
on the properties of spei net lasses. For example, it has been shown
in [32℄ that Flip-Flop nets an be synthesised in polynomial time. On the
other hand, the problem for en-systems is NP-omplete [2℄. For safe pt-nets
(losely related to en-systems) an eient synthesis algorithm was imple-
mented in [12℄, and further developed in [3℄.
4. Nets with step ring poliies
Step ring poliies are a means of ontrolling and onstraining the huge
number of exeution paths generated by a onurrent system.
A step ring poliy is often indued by a preorder  on the steps in 〈T 〉
(i.e., a reexive and transitive binary relation on 〈T 〉) suh that an enabled
step α 6= 0 is ontrol disabled whenever there is another enabled step β with
α ≺ β (i.e., α  β and β 6 α). For example, maximal onurreny is
aptured by the preorder max suh that α max β if α = 0 = β, or α 6=
0 6= β and α ≤ β. Another example omes from ontrol based appliations
where, in order to maximise a ertain quantity, one an onsider a reward
map $ : T → Z induing a preorder on steps $ suh that α $ β i
α = 0 = β, or α 6= 0 6= β and
∑
t∈T α(t) · $(t) ≤
∑
t∈T β(t) · $(t). In general,
step ring poliies are dened as follows.
Let Xτ be the family of all sets of steps enbN(M) whih are enabled at
some reahable markingM of some τ -net N with the transition set T . A step
ring poliy for τ -nets over 〈T 〉 is given by a ontrol disabled steps mapping
cds : 2〈T 〉 → 2〈T 〉\{0} suh that, for all X ⊆ 〈T 〉 and Y ⊆ X :
• cds(Y ) ⊆ cds(X) ⊆ X ; and
• X ∈ Xτ and X \ cds(X) ⊆ Y imply cds(X) ∩ Y ⊆ cds(Y ).
In the above, X should be seen as the set of steps enabled at some reahable
marking of some τ -net, and X \cds(X) as the subset of ontrol enabled steps
at this marking.
Applying cds to a τ -net N amounts to ontrol disabling at eah marking
M all the enabled steps that belong to cds(enbN(M)). That is, enbN,cds(M) =
enbN (M) \ cds(enbN(M)) is the set of steps enabled at a reahable mark-
ing M under cds . We then use CRGcds(N) to denote the indued reahable
restrition of CRG(N), whih may be nite even for an innite CRG(N).
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4.1. Synthesis with known poliy
We now re-state the net synthesis problem assuming that cds is a given
step ring poliy over 〈T 〉.
Problem 4.1 (feasibility with known poliy). Provide neessary and suf-
ient onditions for T to be realised by some τ -net exeuted under cds.
It is a remarkable sign of the robustness of region theory that when a τ -net
under cds realises T , every plae of the net still determines a orresponding
τ -region of the transition system, without taking cds into aount. We an
therefore modify Axiom 3.5 and then obtain a ounterpart of Theorem 3.6.
Axiom 4.2 (forward losure with poliy). For every state q of T , we
have enbT (q) = enbT ,τ (q) \ cds(enbT ,τ (q)).
Theorem 4.3 ([15℄). T an be realised by a τ -net exeuted under cds i
Axioms 3.4 and 4.2 are satised.
4.2. Synthesis with unknown poliy
Instead of providing on a ring poliy as part of the input to the synthesis
proess, one may prefer to speify a family CDS of step ring poliies, aiming
at solving the following problem.
Problem 4.4 (eetive onstrution with unknown poliy). Given a
family CDS of step ring poliies, for a nite T deide whether there is a
nite τ -net exeuted under some cds ∈ CDS realising it. Moreover, if the
answer is positive onstrut a τ -net N and selet a poliy cds ∈ CDS suh
that N exeuted under cds realises T .
For a nite family of step ring poliies CDS, one an always proeed by
exhaustive enumeration, onsidering nitely many instanes of Problem 4.1.
However, there are important ases when one an avoid this highly ineient
approah.
A rst suh ase is the lass of pt-nets with loalities. Here step ring
poliies are a onsequene of partitioning the set of transitions T by a o-
loation relation ≡, and then restriting the enabledness of steps in suh a
way that only a step whih is maximal within eah ative loality is ontrol
enabled. This kind of poliy an be aptured by a prorder on steps ≺≡
suh that α ≺≡ β if α ≤ β and, for every t ∈ β there is t
′ ∈ α with
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t ≡ t′. As the set of transitions is nite, we have a nite number of possible
partitions, and so also poliies, to onsider. If nding a suitable partition is
part of the synthesis problem it an lead to a laborious proess of disovery.
However, if we restrit the searh to nets where all the atual (dynami)
onits between transitions in reahable markings involve only o-loated
transitions, then there is only one (anonial) partition to hek to solve the
synthesis problem [26℄.
A speial kind of synthesis with loalities onerns Membrane Systems
and Tissue Systems whih are omputational models inspired by biology [30℄.
In the Petri nets modelling them, the o-loation onerns not only transi-
tions, but also plaes. It was demonstrated in [24℄ that there is an eetive
solution to Tissue System synthesis under the assumption that the topology
of the overall system is unknown and has to be determined.
Problem 4.4 an also be solved for an innite set of step ring poliies
CDS. For example, [15℄ presented a deision and synthesis algorithm for pt-
nets with step ring poliies aiming at maximising linear rewards of steps,
where xing the reward of individual transitions is part of the synthesis prob-
lem. pt-nets with stati reward maps over a wide range of potential uses.
However, sometime one needs poliies exhibiting greater exibility. For in-
stane, when modelling systems managing dierent produts, the unit reward
may be a funtion of the available quantity of a produt. To allow modelling
of suh systems, one an use marking dependent preorders on steps [15℄. The
idea is to ontrol disable at a marking M all resoure enabled steps that are
not maximal w.r.t. a preorder M .
5. Nets with a/syn onnetions
There is a fundamental assumption in standard Petri net lasses, inlud-
ing pt-nets and en-systems, that in a single ring the same token annot be
both produed and onsumed. This assumption does not appear to be fully
justied if one allows steps of transitions to be red. This was reognised,
e.g., in [7, 22℄, and subsequently [23℄ introdued pt-nets with a/syn on-
netions (ptas-nets) supporting simultaneous prodution and onsuming of
tokens in a single ring. In partiular, an input a/syn ar from a transition
to a plae and an output a/syn ar from that plae to another transition an
eet a synhronous transfer of tokens between these transitions in a single
step. As noted in [11℄, suh synhronous ommuniation is not a primitive
onept for the standard Petri net lasses, and modelling it typially involves
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adding ompliated sub-nets. Thus a/syn onnetions provide a potentially
attrative suint modelling approah.
A pt-net with a/syn onnetions (ptas-net) is dened as a tuple N =
〈P, T,W,AS ,M0〉, where AS : T × P → Z is an a/syn onnetion funtion
and the remaining omponents are as in a pt-net. A step α ∈ 〈T 〉 is enabled
at a markingM if, for every p,M(p)−W (p, α)+min{0,AS(α, p)} ≥ 0, where
AS (α, p) =
∑
t∈T α(t) · AS (t, p). That is, p must ontain enough tokens
for all standard onnetions from p to transition ourrenes in α and, in
addition, also enough tokens to ompensate for all a/syn onnetions from
p to transition ourrenes in α that will not be supplied synhronously to p
by a/syn onnetions to p.
A step enabled atM an be red leading to the new markingM ′ given, for
every p, by M ′(p) = M(p)+(W (α, p)−W (p, α)+AS(α, p)). The onurrent
reahability graph CRG(N) of N is an initialised transition system formed
by ring indutively from the initial state all possible enabled steps.
ptas-nets are a lass of τ -nets. This an be demonstrated by taking
the onnetion monoid SPTASC = 〈{−n | n ∈ N} × N × Z,⊕, 0〉 with 0 =
(0, 0, 0) and point-wise arithmeti addition ⊕, and then dening a net-type
τPTASC = 〈N, SPTASC ,∆PTASC 〉 over SPTASC , where:
∆PTASC = {(ℓ, (m,n, k)) 7→ ℓ +m+ n+ k | ℓ +m+min{0, k} ≥ 0} .
This formalises the idea that a plae ontaining ℓ tokens enables steps whih
require no more than abs(m) standard tokens together with abs(k) tokens
moving along a/syn onnetions if k < 0. The resulting number of tokens
in the plae is ℓ+m+ n + k.
Region based synthesis an then be applied for the following problem.
Problem 5.1 (eetive onstrution). For a nite T deide whether there
is a nite ptas-net realising it, and if the answer is positive onstrut a
ptas-net realising T .
A solution an be obtained by enoding the problem using a homogeneous
linear system over rational numbers. Non-negative integer solutions of this
system represent all the τPTASC -regions of T and, by using the tehniques
introdued in [10℄, one an again derive an eetive (nite) haraterisation
of all suh regions. This haraterisation an then be used to hek the
regional axioms and, if they are satised, to onstrut a ptas-net realising
T .
Theorem 5.2 ([23℄). Problem 5.1 has a solution.
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6. Nets with whole-plae operations
We now disuss a novel appliation of region theory to an extension of the
lass of nets with weight funtions whih linearly depend on the urrent mark-
ing (i.e., of all plaes). The nets are derived from transfer/reset nets [17℄ and
the more general ane nets [19℄, extending pt-nets with whole-plae opera-
tions [1℄. Nets like these are examples of well formed transition systems [20℄
whih are a lass of tratable innite-state models of omputation.
Throughout this setion markings an, for onveniene (and assuming an
ordering of plaes), be represented as vetors. The i-th omponent of a vetor
x is denoted by x(i). For vetors x = (x1, . . . , xn) and y = (y1, . . . , yn), we
denote (x, 1) = (x1, . . . , xn, 1) and x⊗ y = x1 · y1 + · · ·+ xn · yn.
A net with whole-plae operations (wpo-net) is a tupleN = 〈P, T,W,m0〉,
where P = {p1, . . . , pn} is a nite set of impliitly ordered plaes, T is a nite
set of transitions disjoint with P , W : (P ×T )∪ (T ×P )→ Nn+1 is a whole-
plae operation weight funtion, and m0 is an initial marking belonging to
the set Nn of markings. For a marking m and pi ∈ P , we write m
(i) = m(pi).
For all p ∈ P and α ∈ 〈T 〉, we denote W (p, α) =
∑
t∈T α(t) ·W (p, t) and
W (α, p) =
∑
t∈T α(t) ·W (t, p). Then a step α ∈ 〈T 〉 is enabled at a marking
m if, for every p ∈ P ,
m(p) ≥ (m, 1)⊗W (p, α) .
We denote this by α ∈ enbN (m). An enabled α an be red leading to a new
marking suh that, for every p ∈ P ,
m′(p) = m(p) + (m, 1)⊗ (W (α, p)−W (p, α)) .
We denote this by m[t〉m′, and dene the onurrent reahability graph
CRG(N) of N as the step transition system formed by ring indutively
from m0 all possible enabled steps.
It is onvenient to speify the weight funtion using annotations whih
are linear expressions involving the pi's. For example, if n = 3 thenW (p, t) =
(3, 0, 1, 5) an be written down as 3 · p1 + p3 + 5. A plae pj is a whole-plae
if W (p, t)(j) > 0 or W (t, p)(j) > 0, for some p ∈ P and t ∈ T . In suh a ase
we also write pj ; p. Note that it may happen that p = pj ; for example, if
W (p1, t) = p1 + 2 and j = 1.
Remark 6.1. A pt-net an be seen as a speial kind of wpo-net where eah
W (p, t) is of the form W (p, t) = l ∈ N, and similarly for W (t, p).
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wpo-nets make the enabling of transitions and the alulation of the
resulting marking dependent on the urrent distribution of tokens. That
is, any plae an, in addition to the usual token game, obtain enabling as
well as token management information in the form of non-negative linear
ombinations of the tokens residing in net plaes. For example, one may
stipulate that in order for a transition t to our, the number of tokens in
plae pi must be at least twie the number k of the tokens in plae pj and
the ring of t adds k + 1 tokens to pi. This an be ahieved using two ars:
one of weight 2 · pj from pi to t, and the other with weight 3 · pj + 1 from t
to pi. Two well-known examples of simple wpo-nets are transfer and reset
Petri nets [17℄. The ane nets [19℄ are equivalent to wpo-nets where eah
W (p, t) is of the form W (p, t) = l ∈ N. Moreover, in this paper we onsider
use steps rather than rings of single transitions.
We will now onsider two synthesis problems forwpo-nets, demonstrating
the robustness of the two basi notions underpinning region theory, viz. the
notions of τ -net and τ -region.
6.1. k-WPO-nets
wpo-nets allow ar weights to depend on the urrent marking of all plaes.
This may be too generous, e.g., in the ase of systems where plaes are
distributed among dierent loations and their markings an only inuene
the token game in their loal, relatively small neighbourhoods. One way of
apturing this is to restrit the number of plaes whih an inuene ar
weights.
A k-restrited wpo-net (k-wpo-net, k ≥ 1) is a wpo-net N for whih
there is a partition P1 ⊎ · · · ⊎ Pl of the set of plaes suh that eah Pi has at
most k plaes and, for all p ∈ Pi and p
′ /∈ Pi, p 6; p
′ 6; p. In other words,
the plaes an be partitioned into lusters of bounded size so that there is
no exhange of whole-plae marking information between dierent lusters.
Remark 6.2. A wpo-net with k plaes is trivially a k-wpo-net. In general,
a 1-wpo-net is not equivalent to a pt-net, but rather one in whih insription
on all the ars adjaent to a plae pi are of the form a · pi + b.
Although k-wpo-net are not τ -nets in the sense of the original denition
as the hange of a marking of a plae does not only depend on its marking
and the onnetions to the transitions, they still t the ideas behind the
denition of τ -nets. All we need to do is dene a suitable extended net-type
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apturing the behaviour of sets of k plaes rather than the behaviour of single
plaes. More preisely, for eah k ≥ 1, the k-wpo-net-type is a transition
system:
τkwpo = 〈N
k, (Nk+1)k × (Nk+1)k,∆kwpo〉
where
∆kwpo : N
k × ((Nk+1)k × (Nk+1)k)→ Nk
is a partial funtion suh that ∆kwpo(x, (X, Y )) is dened if x ≥ (x, 1) ·X and
if that is the ase,
∆kwpo(x, (X, Y )) = x + (x, 1) · (Y −X) .
Note that here we treat tuples of vetors in (Nk+1)k as (k + 1)× k arrays.
Having extended net-types, a τkwpo-net is a tuple N = 〈P, T, F,M0〉, where
P = {P1, . . . , Pl} is a set of disjoint sets of impliitly ordered plaes ompris-
ing exatly k plaes eah, T is a set of transitions being dierent from the
plaes in P, F : (P × T ) → (Nk+1)k × (Nk+1)k is a ow mapping, and M0
is an initial marking belonging to the set of markings dened as mappings
from P to Nk.
For all Pi ∈ P and α ∈ 〈T 〉, we denote F (Pi, α) =
∑
t∈T α(t) · F (Pi, t).
Then a step α ∈ 〈T 〉 is enabled at a marking M if, for every Pi ∈ P,
F (Pi, α) ∈ enbτkwpo (M(Pi)). We denote this by α ∈ enbN(M). Firing suh
a step produes the marking M ′, for every Pi ∈ P, dened by M
′(Pi) =
∆τkwpo (M(Pi), F (Pi, α)). We denote this by M [α〉M
′
, and then dene the
onurrent reahability graph CRG(N) of N as the step transition system
formed by ring indutively from M0 all possible enabled steps.
To see that a k-wpo-net N = 〈P, T,W,m0〉 with P = {p1, . . . , pn} and
the lusters P1, . . . , Pl an be seen as τ
k
wpo-net, let us assume that eah set
Pi in the partition has exatly k plaes. (If any of the sets Pi has m < k
plaes, we an always add to it k−m fresh dummy empty plaes disonneted
from the original transitions and plaes.) We then dene N̂ = 〈P, T, F,M0〉
so that P = {P1, . . . , Pl} and, for all Pi ∈ P and t ∈ T : (i) F (Pi, t) =
(X, Y ) where X and Y are arrays respetively obtained from the arrays
(W (p1, t), . . . ,W (pn, t)) and (W (t, p1), . . . ,W (t, pn)) by deleting the rows and
olumns orresponding to the plaes in P \ Pi; and (ii) M0(Pi) is obtained
from m0 by deleting the entries orresponding to the plaes in P \ Pi.
It is straightforward to hek that the onurrent reahability graphs of N
and N̂ are isomorphi in suh a way that both the initial states and ar labels
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are preserved. Conversely, one an transform any τkwpo-net into an equivalent,
in the sense of the above result, k-wpo-net. As a result, k-wpo-net synthesis
an be redued to the following two problems of τkwpo -net synthesis.
Problem 6.3 (feasibility with whole-plaes). Given k ≥ 1, provide ne-
essary and suient onditions for T to be realised by some τkwpo-net.
Problem 6.4 (eetive onstrution with whole-plaes). For a nite
T deide whether there is a nite τkwpo-net realising it, and if the answer is
positive onstrut a τkwpo-net realising T .
To address Problem 6.3, we dene a τkwpo-region of T as a pair:
〈σ : Q→ Nk, η : T → (Nk+1)k × (Nk+1)k〉 (1)
suh that, for all q ∈ Q and α ∈ enbT (q),
η(α) ∈ enbτkwpo (σ(q)) and ∆
k
wpo(σ(q), η(α)) = σ(δ(q, α)) ,
where η(α) =
∑
t∈T α(t) · η(t). Moreover, for every state q of Q, we denote
by enbT ,τkwpo(q) the set of all steps α suh that η(α) ∈ enbτkwpo (σ(q)), for all
τkwpo-regions 〈σ, η〉 of T . Hene, similarly as in the ase of τ -regions, for every
state q of T , we have enbT (q) ⊆ enbT ,τkwpo(q).
We an then re-dene the original regional axioms and provide a full
haraterisation of realisable transition systems.
Axiom 6.5 (state separation with whole-plaes). For any pair of states
q 6= r of T , there is a τkwpo-region 〈σ, η〉 of T suh that σ(q) 6= σ(r).
Axiom 6.6 (forward losure with whole-plaes). For every state q of T ,
enbT ,τkwpo(q) ⊆ enbT (q).
Similarly as in the ase of τ -regions, the seond axiom means that, for
every state q and every step α in 〈T 〉\enbT (q), there is a τ
k
wpo -region 〈σ, η〉 of
T suh that η(α) /∈ enbτkwpo(σ(q)). Then, by a straightforward generalisation
of the proofs developed for the synthesis problem of τ -nets.
Theorem 6.7. T an be realised by a τkwpo-net i Axioms 6.5 and 6.6 are
satised.
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The next stage of the synthesis proess is to seek a solution to Prob-
lem 6.4. To make use of the feasibility result provided by Theorem 6.7 one
needs to nd an eetive representation of the τkwpo -regions of T . This an
be ahieved by building a suitable system of equalities and inequalities en-
oding the onditions dening τkwpo-regions. Let Q = {q0, q1, . . . , qm} and
T = {t1, . . . , tn}. The enoding we propose to use, employs the following
kinds of variables:
• x0,x1, . . . ,xm are k-vetors of nonnegative integer variables whih en-
ode the mapping σ; and
• X1, . . . ,Xn and Y1, . . . ,Yn are (k+1)×k arrays of nonnegative integer
variables whih enode the mapping η.
We then dene the homogeneous system ST :{
xs − (xs, 1)⊗
∑n
i=1 α(ti) ·Xi ≥ 0
xr − xs − (xs, 1)⊗
∑n
i=1 α(ti) · (Yi −Xi) = 0
for all δ(qs, α) = qr in T .
It follows that the non-negative integer solutions to the system ST are
in a straightforward one-to-one orrespondene with the τkwpo-regions of T .
Therefore, Axioms 6.5 and 6.6 an be heked using the solutions of ST .
In the ase of pt-net synthesis a similar proedure has been shown to be
eetive sine the homogeneous system onsidered there was linear and one
ould always nd a suiently representative nite basis for all the solutions.
Here, however, the situation is muh harder as the system ST is quadrati
rather than linear, and so in this paper we leave as open the problem of
eetive onstrution of τkwpo-nets.
6.2. Synthesis of non-whole-plaes
The above treatment of Problem 6.4 alls for solving quadrati homoge-
neous Diophantine systems on non-negative integers whih is a well-known
hard problem. Still, the situation may not be as bad as it seems sine in
pratie one would often want to impose bounds on the allowed range of
the whole-plae oeients used in ar annotations. Then Problem 6.4 has
a solution sine one an replae ST by nitely many linear systems. There
are, however, pratially important ases when one an develop fully satis-
fatory solutions without imposing restritions on the range of whole-plae
oeients. We will now disuss one suh ase.
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Problem 6.8 (eetive onstrution of non-whole plaes). Given a -
nite wpo-net N with transition set T , for a nite T deide whether there is
a nite wpo-net extending N with non-whole-plaes and realising T . More-
over, if the answer is positive, onstrut an extension realising T .
In the above, by an extension we mean that we add new plaes and extend
the weight funtion and the initial marking, without hanging the existing
omponents. A new plae weight funtion an depend on the plaes in N ,
but its marking annot aet the weight funtion of any plae. Thus, the
whole-plae part is known before the synthesis starts. Problem 6.8 has an
eetive solution, as we will now outline.
Let N = 〈P, T,W,m0〉 and |P | = k − 1. The proedure we propose will,
in fat, aim at onstruting a k-wpo-net realising T . We proeed in three
stages to enode the synthesis problem at hand into a linear homogeneous
system.
1. We hek whether there exists a mapping µ : Q→ Nk−1 whih veries
that T is onsistent with CRG(N). This means that: (i) µ(q0) = m0;
and (ii) µ(q)[α〉µ(q′) in N , for all δ(qs, α) = qr in T . If suh a µ does not
exist, Problem 6.8 is infeasible. Otherwise, µ is determined uniquely,
and we proeed to the next stage.
2. We derive the system ST as in the previous sub-setion, impliitly as-
suming that the rst k − 1 omponents orrespond to the plaes in N ,
and the k-th omponent orresponds to a generi non-whole-plae p
being onstruted.
3. We delete all equations and inequalities whih onern the plaes be-
longing to N , i.e., those beginning with x
(i)
s , for 1 ≤ i < k. We then
replae by onrete values all those variables whih are `xed' by the
mapping µ, and the fat that p must be a non-whole-plae. The homo-
geneous system S ′T obtained in this way is linear.
Assume some arbitrary ordering of the variables ourring in S ′T . Using
the tehnique from [10℄, one an nd a nite set p1, . . . ,pr of non-negative
integer solutions of S ′T suh that eah non-negative integer solution p of S
′
T is
a linear ombination p =
∑r
l=1 al·p
l
with non-negative rational oeients al.
For every non-negative integer solution p of S ′T , let ψ(p) be a orresponding
τkwpo-region.
The pl's are xed and some of them turned into new plaes if Problem 6.8
has a solution. This is the ase if we an verify Axioms 6.5 and 6.6. Clearly,
if r = 0 then the problem is not feasible. Otherwise, we proeed as follows.
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To hek state separation (Axiom 6.5), let qi and qj be a pair of distint
states of T . If µ(qi) 6= µ(qj), then there is a plae ps inN suh that µ
(s)
i 6= µ
(s)
j
and so ps separates qi and qj . Suppose then that µ(qi) = µ(qj), and ρ is a
τkwpo-region separating qi and qj. Then there is a solution p =
∑r
l=1 al · p
l
suh that ρ = ψ(p). This means that p assigns dierent values to qi and qj .
Hene, sine the oeients al are non-negative, there must be p
l
whih also
assigns dierent values to qi and qj . Therefore, ψ(p
l) separates qi and qj . We
therefore only need to hek the pl's in order to establish the separation of qi
and qj. If a suitable p
l
is found, we add a non-whole-plae p orresponding to
ψ(pl) to the net being onstruted, together with a fresh opy of the plaes
of N onneted with p as presribed by ψ(pl).
Cheking forward losure (Axiom 6.6) is arried out for eah state qi, and
onsiders steps 〈T 〉 that are not enabled at qi in T . Moreover, one only needs
to onsider steps α with |α| ≤ max where max is the maximum size of steps
labelling ars in T sine one an always add a standard pt-net plae whih is
onneted with eah transition by an inoming and outgoing ar of weight 1,
and is initially marked with max tokens. Suh a plae is learly non-whole
and disables all steps with more than max transitions.
A step α with |α| ≤ max is not τkwpo-region enabled at qi i for some
integer solution p =
∑r
l=1 al ·p
l
, we have that ψ(p) disables α. Hene, sine
the oeients al are non-negative, α is not region enabled at qi i there is
pl suh that ψ(pl) disables α. We therefore only need to hek the pl's in
order to establish the disabling of α. If a suitable pl is found, we add a non-
whole-plae p orresponding to ψ(pl) to the net being onstruted, together
with a fresh opy of the plaes of N onneted with p as presribed by ψ(pl).
We therefore onlude that:
Theorem 6.9. Problem 6.8 has a solution.
7. Conlusions
In this paper, we surveyed some of the existing results in the area of Petri
net synthesis, aiming to demonstrate the robustness of the notion of a region
of a transition system. The reader is further referred to the reently published
monograph [3℄ whih provides a omprehensive piture of net synthesis and,
in partiular, disusses the synthesis of nite state net models, e.g., en-
systems.
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We speially foussed on various extensions of the potentially innite
state pt-net model exeuted under a non-sequential step semantis. We also
presented a new extension of Petri net region theory for marking-dependent
weight funtions between plaes and transitions, further onrming the ro-
bustness of region theory.
Finally, among the hallenging open problems related to the theory pre-
sented in this paper, we would mention the following: (i) omprehensive
investigation of the problem of eetive onstrution of k-wpo-nets; (ii) de-
velopment of an approah to synthesise nets with loalities from speiations
other than transition systems, suh that formal languages and grammars; and
(iii) extension of region theory to over modal transition systems [27℄.
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